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Teleoperated MRI-guided prostate needle placement  

Reza Seifabadi, PhD candidate 

Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Queen’s University, Kingston, Canada 

Purpose 

    Most robotic systems reported for MRI-guided prostate interventions use manual needle insertion, based on a previously acquired image, which 

requires withdrawing the patient multiple times from the scanner during the procedure. This makes the intervention longer, more expensive and 

elongating the discomfort to patient and, most importantly, less accurate due to the virtually inevitable motion of the target.  As a remedy, automated 

needle placement was proposed, putting human supervision out of the loop. This study presents the development of enabling technologies for human-

operated in-room master-slave needle placement under real-time MRI guidance, while the patient is kept in the scanner and having the process of 

needle placement under continues control of the physician (Fig. 1) [1]. In order to compensate for errors occurring during needle insertion including 

prostate motion and needle deflection, bevel-tip needle steering was proposed as needle placement method in the abovementioned teleoperated 

scenario.  

Methods   
    A 2-DOF piezo-actuated MRI-compatible needle steering module was developed and integrated with an existing 4-DOF transperineal robot, 

yielding a fully actuated 6-DOF (x, y, z, yaw, pitch, roll) robotic platform for MRI-guided prostate interventions (Fig. 2). A novel MRI-compatible 

master robot was developed to enable teleoperated needle steering inside the MRI room (Fig. 3). Piezoelectric motors were used both at the master 

and slave robots for MRI-compatibility and high accuracy. MRI-compatible controller hardware and software were also developed (Fig. 4). A novel 

MRI-compatible force/torque sensor was devised using Fiber Bragg Grating sensors for force measurement inside MRI room (Fig. 5) [2]. This 2-

DOF force sensor with admittance controller architecture was used at the master side to address the non-backdrivability of the master robot 

originated from the inherent friction of piezo motors. A system was also developed for real-time 3D shape tracking of a flexible beveled needle with 

Fiber Bragg Grating embedded along the needle shaft, overlaid on the real-time MRI, yielding real time navigation of the needle with accuracy better 

than 0.5 mm (Fig. 6). Visualization of 3D shape of the needle in real time was enabled in 3D Slicer which is widely used open source software for 

clinical research. 

 

  

Fig. 1. Teleoperated needle steering under real-time MRI guidance Fig. 2. 6-DOF MRI-compatible robot  Fig. 3. MRI-compatible master robot 

  
 

Fig. 4. Controller  Fig. 5. MRI compatible force sensor  Fig. 6. Smart needle 

Results 
The master-slave system was designed, prototyped and tested in MRI room. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) degradation was small. The system 

functionality was not influenced in any way while MRI was running. Feasibility of teleoperated needle steering under real-time MRI guidance was 

demonstrated in phantom experiment under real-time MRI room. In bench-top phantom experiment, we observed that despite needle deflection, 

reaching a desired target is a relatively predictable and repeatable task by few numbers of trials (i.e. retracting needle, rotating 180 degrees, and re-

insertion). 2-DOF MRI-compatible force sensor was tested using a commercial force sensor. Results showed accurate functionality of the devised 

force sensor as well as insensitivity of the sensor to environment temperature change. Using the proposed smart needle, needle tip could be tracked 

with accuracy better than 0.5 mm in real-time overlaid on MRI image of prostate in 3D Slicer. 

 

Conclusions                                                                                                              
Enabling technologies were developed for teleoperated needle steering under real-time MRI guidance. Feasibility of this procedure was demonstrated 

in bench-top phantom experiment as well as phantom experiment in MRI room. The system is under modification to be prepared for patient trial. 
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Development of a Uniaxial Compression Testing Protocol for Rat Vertebrae 

Yvonne Schumacher 

Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Queens University, Kingston, Ontario 

 

Introduction 

The effectiveness of new experimental osteoporosis treatments is tested on rats before they are approved 

for use on patients.  Researchers use mechanical testing of dissected rat vertebrae to compare mechanical 

properties of bones that have undergone treatment with those that have not.  The primary goal of the 

current study is to develop a well-documented protocol for uniaxial compression of rat vertebrae.  

  

Methods and Results 

An objective of this protocol is to minimize systematic error.  Uniaxial compression applies a load to two 

parallel surfaces.  If the two surfaces are not parallel, stress concentrations occur at the loading surface 

and lead to inaccurate results. Using a self-aligning platen in compression 

testing is thought to reduce this error.  Vertebral bone surfaces have a 

highly irregular geometry, and an example of this is shown in Figure 1.  A 

self-aligning platen alone cannot accommodate this shape.  To create 

parallel loading surfaces the bone can be cut, embedded in bone cement, or 

a combination of the two.  These surface preparation methods introduce 

errors by damaging the bone microstructure, or introducing an additional 

material to the sample.  To first evaluate the machine error five millimeter 

diameter nylon and polycarbonate cylinders were compressed to 1% strain 

on a standard platen setup and a self-aligning platen.  A repeatability 

analysis was performed on the machine and on each platen configuration. 

Table 1 summarizes results from the polymer testing.   

 

Table 1 Young’s modulus results from polymer compression testing 

Platen Material Surface 

Preparation 

Mean Young’s 

Modulus (MPa) 

Standard 

Deviation (MPa) 

Standard Nylon Unpolished 2474 58 
Polished 2712 53 

Polycarbonate Unpolished 3973 81 
Polished 3160 45 

Self-Aligning  Nylon Unpolished 1939 100 
Polished 2108 97 

Polycarbonate Unpolished 2985 96 
Polished 2808 101 

    

Conclusions and Future Work 
 The self-aligning platen produced a consistently lower Young’s modulus result and higher standard 

deviations than the standard platen.  Further testing needs to be done to determine which modulus values 

are more accurate, and then, a platen configuration can be chosen for future testing.  Additionally, the 

polymer samples will be tested with a bone cement loading surface such that the effect of bone cement 

material properties on uniaxial compression testing results can to be evaluated prior to testing bone 

cement and rat vertebrae.    

Figure 1 Image of a rat vertebra  



EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION AND COMPUTATIONAL VALIDATION OF THE FLOW BEHAVIOR IN 
THE QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 

Chloé Wexler 
Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Queen’s University, Kingston, Canada 

Synopsis 
    The undisturbed flow behavior in the Queen’s University Low Speed Wind Tunnel was experimentally and computationally investigated. The 
velocity profiles, turbulent parameters, boundary layer and corner effects were detailed by traversing the lower left quadrant of the wind tunnel with a 
seven-hole pressure probe and uniaxial constant temperature hot-wire anemometer (CTA). The research goal was to provide a complete reference 
data set as a comparison standard for future experimental work. The flow in the wind tunnel was verified using computational fluid dynamics in order 
to present the model requirements and inlet conditions required to accurately simulate the flow. 
Introduction 
    In aerospace sciences the two most important forces affecting an aircraft in flight 
are lift and drag and the majority of research and design is based on performance 
optimization: obtaining the maximum lift for minimal drag (the retarding force 
imposed by a fluid flow).  In 2012, a low speed wind tunnel was designed and 
constructed at Queen’s University in order to provide a facility to test external flow 
around aerospace components and determine the fluid dynamic drag. The Low 
Speed Wind Tunnel (LSWT) at Queen’s University (Fig. 1) was constructed as an 
open-circuit suction wind tunnel; the inlet and outlet are both exposed to ambient 
atmospheric conditions.  A centrifugal fan located at the exit of the wind tunnel 
provides the force, a favorable pressure gradient, needed to create flow acceleration.  

Figure 1: The Queen’s University LSWT. 
Methods and Results 
   In order to experimentally detail the velocity and turbulent distribution 
in the LSWT the lower left quadrant of the wind tunnel was traversed to 
provide a 2-dimensional plane of data. Measurements were collected with 
a seven-hole pressure probe and CTA under a variety of external weather 
conditions. The experimental results indicated that the LSWT was capable 
of producing a mean axial flow speed of 30.8 m/s. The transient and 
spatial deviation from the mean was on the order of 1.5% and 0.5% 
respectively. The turbulent intensity reached 10% at the wall boundaries, 
decaying to a constant uniform value of 3% at the center. The boundary 
layer thickness at the exit of the test section was found to be 10 cm above 
the wind tunnel floor. The detailed turbulent parameters and atmospheric 
test conditions were used as input conditions for computational 
simulations of the wind tunnel contraction and test section. Results from 
the simulation of three sets of experimental data were extracted 1 m from 
the exit of the contraction and averaged to provide a reference inlet 
condition to a simplified test section model (a square duct). Simulation of 
the test section indicated that the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes 
turbulent models were able to resolve the flow in a comparable manor, 
with a maximum velocity discrepancy of 0.4% and a minimum of 0.02%.  

 
Figure 2: Mean axial velocity profiles on the left wall and floor. 

 
 

Figure 3: Distribution of turbulent intensity.                    Figure 4: Comparison of simulated and experimental central axial velocity data. 
Conclusions 
Benchmark studies of the flow in the wind tunnel were performed. A computational model was generated and the inlet velocity and turbulent 
conditions required for accurate comparison to experimental data were determined. This model will enable future wind tunnel users to 
computationally verify the external flow around test bodies as referenced to a validated standard undisturbed profile.  
References 
[1] Pope, S, B. Turbulent Flows. Cambridge University Press, 2000. 
[2] Rae, W, and Pope, A. Low-Speed Wind Tunnel Testing. New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1984. 
[3] White, Frank M. Viscous Fluid Flow: 3rd Edition. New York: McGraw Hill, 2006. 



Turbulent plane wall jets over rough surfaces

Rayhaneh Banyassady and Ugo Piomelli

Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Queen’s University

Synopsis

Large-eddy simulations are carried out to study the effects of surface roughness on plane wall jets. Results of the simulations over both
smooth and rough surfaces were validated by available experimental data. Investigations of both instantaneous and mean flow fields reveal
that, for the Reynolds number and roughness height considered in this study, the effects of roughness is mostly confined to the near wall
region of the wall jet.

Introduction

Plane wall jets, which are the subject of the current presentation, can be generated by injecting fluid from a rectangular nozzle along
the wall. The nozzle should be wide enough that the changes of the flow statistics in the cross stream direction are negligible [1].
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Figure 3: Profiles of Reynolds stresses normalized
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While extensive effort has been devoted to study wall jets, there are a few studies
that have taken into account the surface roughness. Roughness exists on almost all
surfaces. Prediction of roughness effects on turbulence, skin friction, and heat and
mass transfer is crucial in engineering applications.

Methods and Results

We performed large-eddy simulations of flow over both smooth and rough surfaces
using a well-validated staggered finite-difference code. To represent the random
roughness elements, the virtual sandpaper model proposed by Scotti [6] and an
immersed-boundary method (IBM) based on the volume-of-fluid (VOF) approach
is used. The flow parameter are chosen the same as the experiment by Rostamy et
al. [2] for validation purposes.

Existence of surface roughness results in a loss in momentum in the near-wall
region that is characterized by a downward shift in the log-law, ∆U+. For turbulent
boundary layers ∆U+ is a function of roughness height only, k+

s . In the current study
and Rostamy et al. study [2], this shift is also only a function of roughness height
(figure 1), in agreement with the turbulent boundary layer. But, other available data
in the literature suggest that there might be a Reynolds number dependency of the
shift in the log-law of turbulent wall jet over rough surfaces. Profiles of Reynolds
stresses scaled with inner layer scaling parameters (figure 3) show a decrease in
the level of the Reynolds stresses with roughness in the inner layer of the wall jet.
However, roughness does not only modify the level of the Reynolds stresses; the
shapes of the profiles of Reynolds stresses also change.

All researchers reported an increase in the thickness of the inner layer of the
wall jet as roughness was added to the flow, but always questioned the extent by
which the near-wall interactions of the roughness and the inner layer is affecting the
flow further away from the surface. For the Reynolds number and roughness height
considered in this study, roughness does not affect the scaling nature of the profiles
of Reynolds stresses in the outer layer (figure 2).

Conclusions

We performed large-eddy simulations of a plane wall jet over both smooth and rough
surfaces. For the Reynolds number and roughness height considered in this study,
roughness does not show any significant effect on the outer layer structures of the
flow but modifies the inner layer of the wall jet. Investigation of the current simu-
lation and the data available in literature suggests that unlike turbulent boundary
layers, the roughness function, ∆U+, does not only depend on roughness height.

References
[1] B. E. Launder and W. Rodi. The turbulent wall jet – Measurements and modeling.

Annu. Rev. Fluid Mech., 15(1):429–459, 1983.

[2] N. Rostamy, D. J. Bergstrom, D. Sumner, and J. D. Bugg. The effect of surface rough-
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[3] B. S. Smith. Wall Jet Boundary Layer Flows Over Smooth and Rough Surfaces. PhD
thesis, Virginia Polytech. Inst. State Univ., United States, 2008.

[4] M. F. Tachie, R. Balachandar, and D. J. Bergstrom. Roughness effects on turbulent
plane wall jets in an open channel. Exp. Fluid, 37(2):281–292, 2004.

[5] C. F. Colebrook. Turbulent flow in pipes with particular reference to the transition
region between smooth- and rough-pipe laws. J. Inst. Civ. Eng., 11(4):133–156, 1939.

[6] A. Scotti. Direct numerical simulation of turbulent channel flows with boundary rough-
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Development of strategies for the improved optimization of solar photovoltaic systems with respect to
meteorological factors

Rob Andrews
Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Queen’s University, Kingston, Canada

Overview
  The overall goal of this research is to decrease the uncertainty in PV power predictions in northern climates such as those seen in northeastern US  
and Canada, and more broadly to develop modeling and prediction tools which are applicable across the wide variety of climates into which PV  
systems are installed. As a result, this research will assist in the broader development and cost reduction of PV technologies.
Specifically this research investigates: ●Parametric empirical modeling of PV systems, including advanced modeling of the reflectivity (or albedo) of  
snow ●The application of these models to the identification and prediction of snowfall effects on PV systems ● Improvement of empirical modeling 
techniques through physically based modeling of atmospheric radiative transfer ● Synthesis of collected observations into a new PV design topology, 
capable of increasing system energy output by 40%. The results of this research have been released as four journal publications published in either  
Solar Energy, or in Solar Energy Materials and Solar cells, in addition to three conference proceedings. 
Apparatus
The main apparatus used for this research is the Open Solar Outdoors Test Field (OSOTF). This is an 
outdoors test site built collaboratively between Queen's University ,St..Lawrence College, and multiple 
industry partners. This test facility houses 72 test modules which are monitored continuously for 
current, voltage and temperature. In addition, a co-located meteorological station monitors global 
horizontal and diffuse irradiance, plane of array irradiance, temperature, relative humidity, wind speed 
and snow depth. In addition, a sister site is located at Innovation Park at Queen's University, which 
houses 16 amorphous silicon (a-Si) PV modules.   
  Methods and Results
The modeling of PV systems involves deriving a physically significant transfer function between solar irradiation on the surface of a PV panel, and  
electrical output of that panel.  A common model utilized for  this is the Sandia array performance model  [1],  and this model  was adapted and 

improved for use in this study. A major limitation of this model is its reliance on manufacturers ratings of  
the  PV module  which  are  frequently  imprecise,  and  are  only valid  for  one unrealistic  meteorological  
condition. This work provided methods to extract performance characteristics of PV modules from their 
actual field performance, which greatly improves the ability of the model to predict the module output. 
Based on this improved modeling technique, snowfall losses could be identified as significant deviations  
from modeled output which were correlated to snowfall  events. This new method of loss determination 
allows for extraction of PV losses from many sources of frequently collected time series performance data,  
meaning that this methodology can now be applied beyond test systems like the OSOTF. Therefore, this 
model was applied to operational data from large scale (10 MW) industrial PV plants and the losses due to 
snowfall were extracted. Work was then undertaken to attempt to predict losses from snowfall in order to  
assist  PV developers  in making better financial  models.  It  was found that a physically rigorous model  
would be overly complex, and therefore an empirical, parametric model based on a moving average lag 1  
time series object was developed, and proved to appropriately 
predict snowfall losses on large scale PV systems. 

Following this work, an identified flaw in PV modeling to this point has been the inability to predict and 
account for changes in the spectrum of light impacting PV panels, which can be affected by cloud cover,  
pollution, ozone, and other atmospheric constituents. Therefore, an improved methodology was derived 
which allows for the prediction of incident spectra utilizing only a minimum of “ground truth” variables, 
notably: horizontal irradiation, temperature and relative humidity. The application of this model will allow 
the prediction of spectra at remote locations, allowing the tuning of PV devices to specific meteorological  
conditions, as opposed to the current practice of selecting a single, unrealistic evaluation point. 

Finally,  synthesizing  the ideas from the aforementioned 
studies,  it  became  apparent  that  there  was  a  possible 
improvement to PV design topologies. Therefore, a study 
was  initiated  to  investigate  the  use  of  non-tracking  planar  concentrators  for  PV  augmentation.  
Essentially, putting a mirror in front of a solar panel. Though the concept is relatively straightforward,  
the correct modeling and optimization of these systems is complex, and highly dependent on specific  
meteorological  conditions.  From  year-long  experimental  tests,  it  was  found  that  this  form  of  
concentration can improve the output of a PV system by 40%. However, the initial ray tracing model 
utilized for the design of this system was found to be insufficient to completely model the output of 
these systems, and therefore a new model based on the Bi-Directional Reflectance Function (BRDF) 
of non-specular reflector materials was better able to model these systems. Utilizing this new model,  

initial optimization results suggest that higher performance increases are possible from this system. 
Future Work     
This work can be expanded in all areas. Based on the identified models for predicting snowfall losses, larger data sets can be analyzed to determine  
the overall snow losses for a variety of system topologies. This information can then be combined with the modeling framework derived in order to 
improve the accuracy and applicability of snowfall predictions. Looking the derived spectral prediction algorithms can be utilized to better optimize  
next-generation multijunction solar cells, which are more highly spectrally selective than current technologies. This will allow for higher practical  
efficiencies  and lower  device costs.  Finally,  the optimization of planar concentrations utilizing the newly derived BRDF model  will  allow for  
increases in system performance beyond the measured 40%, and more work should be done to optimize this. 
References
[1] King,, D. L., Boyson, W. E., & Kratochvil, J. A. (2004). Photovoltaic Array Performance Model. Sandia, SAND2004-3535.

Figure 1: Open Solar Outdoors Test Field

Figure 4: Effects of planar concentration of PV 
output

Figure 2: Yearly energy yield lost due to  
snowfall

Figure 3: Extraction of daily shifts in  
atmospheric constituents from the NASA 
AURA satellite



Comparison of Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Performance using Detailed and Simplified Stack Models
Robert Nishida

Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Queen's University, Kingston, Canada

Introduction

Two numerical models have been developed to predict the performance of a solid oxide fuel cell stack. Both models have 
coupled transport and electrochemistry, and are written using the object-oriented computational fluid dynamics code, 
OpenFOAM. Modeling of fuel cells has not been well explored at the stack level to date, in comparison with cell level and 
sub-cell scale models, yet it is just this scale which is required to predict overall performance of practical fuel cell 
installations. Fuel cell stacks generally exhibit lower performance than the sum of individual cells treated in isolation in an 
idealized fashion. Flow and pressure maldistributions occur, due to poor manifold design, leading to variations in local 
current density and reductions in stack voltage [1].

Method

Two distinct numerical models were constructed; in both cases the entire region was tessellated with a computational mesh 
and discretized to obtain solutions for fluid flow, species fractions, current density and temperature. In the ‘detailed’ model, 
the full conservation equations for air, fuel, interconnect, and electrolyte regions including the external manifolding are 
solved. However, computational resources are a limiting factor when investigating performance in large stacks using this 
approach. In the ‘simplified’ model, the diffusion terms in the transport equations are selectively replaced by rate terms 
within the core region of the stack. This approach has been referred to, in the literature, as a ‘distributed resistance analogy’ 
[2]. This allows much coarser meshes to be employed. The models presented represent a significant advance from previous 
work in that significantly more physical realism is incorporated into the simplified model; specifically the presence of ribbed 
interconnectors and porous transport layers in the electrodes and electrolyte with associated effective values for properties 
and also more realistic manifolding, as well as the development of the code in a modern object-oriented environment 
employing equation mimicking.

Results

Following the mathematical description of the problem; results for single-cell stacks and multi-cell stacks are presented. 
Comparisons, in terms of local current density, temperature and species mass fractions, as well as polarization curves, 
indicate that good agreement is obtained between the detailed and simplified models, confirming the validity of the latter as a 
practical option in stack design.

Figures 1 and 2 show the current distribution in a counterflow configuration for a single, 4x4cm cell with 10 horizontal 
channels for the simplified and detailed models respectively. 

Future Work

The purpose of related future work is to determine the extent to which electrochemistry and species transport impact the flow 
distribution in an operating solid oxide fuel cell stack as well as the effect of manifolding and stack size on flow distribution 
and performance. New geometries and stack sizes will be investigated and compared. Also, models will be created which 
match the geometry of a real experimental setup provided by Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Canada Network and experimental 
validation is to be completed by a future student.

[1] Yuan, P., 2008. Effect of inlet flow maldistribution in the stacking direction on the performance of a solid oxide fuel cell 
stack. Journal of Power Sources, 185, 381-391
[2] Beale, S.B. & Zhubrin, S.V., 2005. A distributed resistance analogy for solid oxide fuel cells. Numerical Heat Transfer  
Part B: Fundamentals, 47 (6), 573-591

Figure 2: Current distribution (A/m2) for a single cell 
with 4x4cm active area and 10 horizontal channels 
using the detailed solution procedure

Figure 1: Current distribution (A/m2) for a single cell 
with 4x4cm active area and 10 horizontal channels 
using the simplified solution procedure



Measurement of effective properties for thermal stress analysis in Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs) 
Sangeeta Shakrawar 

Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Queen’s University, Kingston, Canada, K7L 3N6 
 

Abstract:    Solid  oxide  fuel  cells  (SOFCs)  represent  a  potentially  important  application  for  ceramic 
materials. There are, however, some significant  issues which can affect the reliability and durability of 
the cell. The production of stresses and associated strains in SOFCs is an important concern that needs 
to  be  addressed  in  order  to  avoid  mechanical  failure  of  the  cell.  Some  initial  measurements  are 
presented for the effective young’s modulus (Eeff) and porosity (ρ) Yttria‐stabilized zirconia (YSZ) for Solid 
Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs) by using OpenFOAM cfd tool.  
Introduction: Solid oxide  fuel cells  (SOFCs) are electrochemical  reactors  that convert chemical energy 
into electrical energy and  typically operate at  temperatures around 800‐1000°C  (though so‐called  low 
temperatures SOFCs are  the subject of much  research). Both planar and  tubular SOFCs structures are 
commonly found. The planar geometry consists of trilayer, flat plates of anode‐electrolyte‐cathode, and 
interconnects  (Fig.  a). Tubular  structure  consists of  cathode  as  the  internal part of  the  tube  and  the 
anode  as  the  external  part  of  the  tube  (Fig.  b).  

 
Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of a planar SOFC , (b) Tubular solid oxide fuel cell 

 
Methods  and Results: Porous microstructures  in  the  anode  (Ni‐YSZ),  electrolyte  (YSZ),  and  cathode 
(LSM) are formed by randomly distributed and overlapping spheres with particle size distributions that 
match those of actual ceramic powders. For the evaluation of the effective properties  in porous SOFC 
electrodes,  it  is  important to construct realistic microstructures and accurately prescribe their thermal 
and  mechanical  properties.  For  the  measurement  of  effective  properties  1mX1mX1m  micromodel 
geometry has  constructed by using OpenFOAM  cfd  tool and 1/8th geometry  is  considered as  solution 
domain. 

 

Figure 2. a. SEM image of dense YSZ electrode, b. two phase (YSZ electron‐pore) micromodel , c. 
measurement of effective Young’s modulus for dense YSZ electrolyte. 

 
Next step: The measurement of effective properties predicts the behaviour of SOFC electrodes during 
loading. We will use these physical parameters for minimising thermal stresses in the SOFC electrodes.    



Field Evaluation of Commercial Liquid Desiccant Dehumidification System 

Sean Seemann 

Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Queen’s University, Kingston, Canada 

Synopsis 

A novel cooling system was installed in a research greenhouse at the Agriculture Canada Research Center in Harrow, Ontario. Centered around a 

liquid desiccant dehumidification unit the project aims to determine the feasibility of the technology in the larger context of the commercial 

greenhouse industry. Phase one saw the design, construction, and commissioning of the purpose built system. During phase two the liquid desiccant 

unit will operate over the next two years to complete the feasibility study. 

Introduction 

Southern Ontario supports a 700 million dollar greenhouse industry [1]. One of the current issues faced by the industry is crop loss to diseases fueled 

by high temperatures and humidity as seen in Fig. 4 below. Current cooling strategies either consume large amounts of critical resources or open the 

greenhouse envelope to pests. Under this project a liquid desiccant dehumidification system was configured, installed and instrumented. The 

thermally driven cooling system is able to leverage the existing winter heating equipment and provide improved microclimate control during the 

summer months. Liquid desiccant air-conditioners operate on an open loop chemical absorption cycle. They remove moisture from an air stream by 

bringing it into contact with a concentrated aqueous desiccant solution. The absorption process releases heat that must be removed via a cooling loop. 

Once diluted, the desiccant solution is regenerated with uses grade heat and rejects the moisture to a scavenging air stream. 

Methods and Results 
Phase one of the project included the design of the mechanical, electrical, controls and data systems. An Advantix small-series DuHandling 800 

(DH800) unit was selected for the application. The commercially available unit is driven by a small outdoor natural gas boiler and heat rejection is 

managed by a single pass dry cooler augmented by a cooling tower seen in Fig. 2. Both the heating and cooling loops are circulated by variable speed 

pumps allowing for testing over a range of flow rates. All pumps and plumbing fittings were designed into a small portable pumping skid, see Fig. 1, 

for ease of installation. Custom ducting was installed for both the process and savaging air streams, see Fig. 3. Circulation of the heating and cooling 

loops is controlled by the DH800, while loop temperatures are controlled by independent aquastats. Measurements of temperature, humidity, flow 

rates and electrical energy consumption are made. Mass and energy balances on the system are done to insure that the equipment is operating 

properly. System performance will be related to the DH800’s electrical and thermal coefficient of performance. Overall feasibility of the pilot project 

will depend on many factors including average greenhouse temperature and humidity, plant temperatures, plant health and overall crop yield which 

will be determine during phase two’s multi-year study.  

   

Fig. 1 Pump skid for heating and cooling loops 

 

Fig. 2 Cooling tower, dry cooler and boiler 

 

Fig. 3 Schematic ducting layout 

 

 

  

Fig. 4 Botrytis Cinerea [fungus] 

 
  

Conclusions                                                                                                              
The installation and commissioning of the system was completed on February 22, 2013. Initial data indicates that the system is operating as expected 

and will be ready for trials in the spring.  
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Influence of Channel Width on Flame Acceleration 
Thomas Pinos 
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Synopsis 
The effects of channel width on the rate of flame acceleration in obstructed channels have been investigated. The channel includes multiple sections, 
one of which has glass windows for visualization. Flame acceleration was enhanced through an array of top and bottom-surface mounted obstacles 
that were distributed along the entire channel length at an equal spacing corresponding to one channel height. It was found that the narrower channel 
provided more detailed schlieren images due to a reduction in interfering gradients across the channel width. Also, when compared to the channel of 
higher aspect ratio, initial flame acceleration occurred faster due to a larger boundary layer effect on the flame surface. 
Introduction 
Flame acceleration in obstructed channels has important applications for both high-speed propulsion and industrial explosion safety [1]. In particular, 
the initial flame acceleration process plays an important role in creating the conditions required for deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT) to 
occur. Past experimental work of stoichiometric methane-air combustion in closed, obstructed channels with a square cross-section have shown the 
importance of flow non-uniformities and turbulence on the early flame development [2]. More recently, 2-D simulations of the flame acceleration 
process have become prominent [3]. The present experiments were performed in a narrower channel in order to more closely approach this 2-D 
geometry in order to compare with 2-D simulations. 
Methods and Results 
The experimental setup used is a 2.44m channel with a rectangular cross-section of 7.6cm x 2.54 cm, as seen in Fig. 1. Obstacles lining the channel 
have a height of 1.91cm, yielding a total blockage ratio of 0.5. Combustion is initiated by a spark discharge at one of two different locations using a 
standard automotive capacitance discharge system. Experiments were carried out at an initial pressure and temperature of Pi = 47 kPa and Ti = 293 K, 
respectively. Schlieren video is used to capture the progression of the flame, a sample of which is provided in Fig. 2 for ignition at Position B. 
Inspection of flame tip velocity data, see Fig. 3, shows that the flame tip velocity is higher in the first channel for the current narrow channel tests 
compared to the velocity measured in the wide channel tests.  

 
Fig. 1: Schematic of test section.     Fig 2: Montage of two tests showing the flame propagation. 

 
Conclusion 
The narrow channel experiments 
showed that when compared to a 
channel of higher aspect ratio, initial 
flame acceleration occurs faster. This 
is because a turbulent boundary layer 
forms along the side walls. As a result, 
the flame surface area increases, 
driving the flame-tip to higher 
velocities. Heat transfer from the 
products to the walls, however, 
becomes more significant in narrow 
channels. This acts to decrease the 
overall acceleration rate. Based on the 
observed velocity difference the 
boundary layer effect dominates the 
heat loss effect. The narrower channel 
provides more detailed schlieren 
images due to a reduction in interfering 
gradients across the channel width.   

       
Fig 3: Flame tip centerline velocity obtained from Schlieren images for narrow channel. 
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PREDICTING LASER LIGHT PROPAGATION IN SEMI-CRYSTALLINE PLASTICS  

USING MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS 
Alexander Parkinson 

Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Queen’s University 

SYNOPSIS 

 In the laser transmission welding of thermoplastics, light passes through a semi-transparent part to reach the weld interface. A 

model for simulating the path of this laser light through these light-scattering plastic parts has been developed. The technique uses a 

Monte-Carlo approach to generate photon paths through the material, which are then scaled and distributed according to the input 

laser beam profile. Data retrieved from the simulation can then be used to determine transmission, reflection and the associated 

distributions of the outgoing light, and put to use in finite-element method simulations. 

INTRODUCTION 

 Laser transmission welding is often used to join thermoplastic components. A laser-transparent part is held above a laser-

absorbent part. The beam passes through the transparent part and is absorbed near the weld interface by black pigments in  

the absorbent part. Heat is generated, causing melting and subsequent welding. We have developed a simulation that predicts the 

quantity and distribution of light reaching the interface, as well as the distribution of light within the transparent part, something 

previously impossible to determine.  

METHODS AND RESULTS 

 The Monte-Carlo technique used in this simulation was first described by Adam and Wilson (1), for use with photoradiation 

therapy in skin. We adopted the idea for use in finite dimensional plastic components. The modified program is constructed in MATLAB 

with several key differences to the original; primarily, the collection of escaped photons and the distribution of incoming photons. The 

model contains four independent parameters (index of refraction, absorption and scattering coefficients, as well as a scattering 

orientation parameter). Simulations take between five seconds and twenty hours, depending on the resolution. Figure 1, below, shows 

the experimental (right) and predicted (left) normalized power flux distributions for incoming (unscattered) and outgoing (scattered) 

laser light in a 3 mm thick nylon-6 plaque. The general agreement between experimental and model results is adequate. 

 
FIGURE 1: PREDICTED (LEFT) AND EXPERIMENTAL (RIGHT) NORMALIZED POWER FLUX DISTRIBUTIONS  

FOR UNSCATTERED AND SCATTERED LASER LIGHT IN A 3MM THICK NYLON 6 PLAQUE (2) 

NEXT STEPS 

 The program developed produces predictions of the distributions of light for the given material parameters. We now need to 

focus our efforts on measuring these parameters in the plastics for which we have power flux distribution data. Once the predictions 

match experimental experience, the program can be put to work in larger, finite element models for predicting the heat distribution on 

absorbent parts in transmission welding. 
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Topology Optimization Design of an Automotive Engine Cradle 

Chao Li 
Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Queen’s University, Kingston, Canada 

Synopsis 
An engine cradle functions as a crucial automotive part to support engine, transmission and suspension systems, to expand high chassis loads over a 
wider area, to isolate vibration from the body. Stiffness is the foremost performance requirement for the design of an engine cradle. This paper 
presents topology optimization design for an engine cradle in the preliminary design stage. Topology optimization is performed on a solid model 
which only contains the possible engine cradle design space to get the optimal configuration and minimal. The application of topology optimization 
saves a considerable time for engine cradle development compared to the traditional trail-and-error method.  
 
Introduction 
An automotive engine cradle carries many crucial parts like an engine, transmission or suspension system. With the powertrain attached in a cradle, 
forces passing from the engine and transmission could be damped, which will improve the riding comfort. In many modern vehicles, separate front 
and rear cradles are gradually used to reduce the overall weight, the assembly processes and the assembly cost. However, the most time-consuming 
process is how to get a favorable initial design. For engine cradle, considering the complexity of structure, the traditional trial-and-error method is 
still widely used in today’s automotive design and it would take a lot of time in processing the redesign and reanalysis to achieve a satisfactory 
design. Unfortunately, none of the previous work focuses on the topology optimization design of an automotive engine cradle, which could give a 
more favorable geometry and could shorten the period of concept design. 
 
Methods and Results 
In this paper, a solid model that encloses the possible design space for engine cradle is constructed first, Figure 1. Since not all the domain is 
designable, like the areas attached to engine, or suspension, the designable and non-designable domains should be separated first, see Figure 2 
(yellow areas are non-designable). Topology optimization is implemented on the solid model to get the optimal layout for weight minimization 
without impairing the performance of stiffness. The topology results, showing in Figure 3, with and without control factors [1] are contrasted. 
According to the favorable topology configuration, a further CAD reinterpretation from the view point of manufacture is processed by the designers.  

               
Figure 1. Solid design space for engine cradle         Figure 2. Non-designable domains (yellow) 

      
(a) Without control parameters                              (b) With control parameters  

Figure 3. Topology results with different control parameters 

Conclusions                                                                                                              
Topology optimization is introduced into the preliminary design process of an engine cradle to acquire a favorable topology structure. For the period 
of designing an automotive engine cradle, the process based on topology optimization shortened almost half of the time compared to the conventional 
trial-and-error method, which is a considerable cost and time saving for product development in the fiercely competitive industry. In addition, the 
geometrical configuration for the conceptual design from topology optimization is much more objective and economic. The design process is 
becoming a CAE-oriented design since the designers are guided by the topology result from CAE optimization. 
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Fault Detection of an Automated Assembly Machine using a Spatiotemporal Volume Video Event Detection Method 
Heshan Fernando 
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Synopsis 
    A machine vision method of video event detection, based on spatiotemporal volumes (STVs), is applied to the monitoring of visually cued faults in 
an automated assembly machine. Multiple sets of image sequences from the part transfer section of an assembly machine were captured using a 
single webcam while the machine was in operation. An STV was constructed from each set by stacking binary frames that were created by 
segmenting the motion in each image. A training STV was modeled using a set of normal operation sequences. New STVs, representing both normal 
operation and fault sequences, were then compared to the training model to be classified accordingly. Test results showed that the system was very 
effective in the detection of faults for the data set collected.  Work continues with the assembly machine on a wider range of mechanical faults. 
Introduction 
    Production downtime caused by machine faults and equipment breakdowns present a major concern for the manufacturing industry. The best way 
to minimize this downtime is to improve the speed with which a machine fault is detected/diagnosed. Modern fault detection systems for assembly 
machines monitor readings from various sensors (e.g. force, pressure, current) for detecting faults; however diagnosing the fault (i.e. determining 
where and how the fault occurred) from such raw sensor data can be a difficult task for operators. A system that can automatically learn the 
difference between normal machine operation and faulty operation through deviation from a model would be preferred in many applications. Using 
machine vision, video event detection techniques can be applied for modeling the activity in a scene and then classifying new activities as either 
normal or anomalous [1]. This method can be applied for detecting visually cued faults such as part jams and part misalignments in automation 
assembly machines [2]. As video data is the basis of such a system, technical personnel have access to a richer form of data for diagnosing a fault (i.e. 
by reviewing video clips). 
Methods 
    Data for the vision-based fault detection system was acquired by 
mounting a single web camera overlooking the transfer area of an 
automated assembly machine as shown in Figure 1. Here, holders are 
transferred from the primary wheel to the secondary wheel on an air track 
at Transfer 1 and vice-versa at Transfer 2. In normal operation, a single 
holder is transferred seamlessly from one wheel to the other (Figure 1), 
while in faulty operation, the holders get jammed at either transfer 
(Figure 2). For the purposes of testing, the ‘holder jam fault’ is induced 
by shutting off the air to the air-track.  
    A total of 30 image sequences were captured: 5 sequences with normal 
operation were used for training, and 25 sequences with both faulty and 
normal operation were used for testing. To construct an STV from an 
image sequence, motion is first segmented in each frame using a frame-
differencing algorithm; for the current test, a frame from five frames 
prior is subtracted from the current frame. The resulting image is then 
thresholded and filtered to produce a binary image where the 1-valued 
pixels show motion and the 0-valued pixels are background. These binary 
images are then stacked to produce a binary STV, which is a 3D structure 
where the 1-valued voxels (i.e. 3D pixels) represent all the motion in a 
single sequence. An example of a normal operation STV is shown in 
Figure 3 and a faulty operation STV is shown in Figure 4. The trained 
STV model was built by combining 5 normal operation STVs using a 
union operator. For testing, each test STV is classified as normal or faulty 
by comparing to the trained model and calculating a similarity distance 
metric.  
Results and Conclusions                                                                                                              
       The true positive rate (fault occurred and was detected) and false 
positive rate (fault did not occur but was detected) was calculated and 
plotted on a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve as shown in 
Figure 5. The ROC curve is a common way to illustrate the performance 
of a binary classifier [3]. The results indicated a strong performance of 
the algorithm at detecting faults on the current test data. A perfect ROC 
curve would show as a horizontal line with TPR = 1.0 for all FPR. Future 
work will involve expanding the test area to cover the entire machine and 
introducing several other faults on the machine. An advanced method of 
detecting faults using neural networks and conventional sensor data will 
also be implemented on the same machine for comparison purposes. 
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Figure 1. Normal operation 

 
Figure 2. Faulty operation 

 
 

  
Figure 3. STV of normal operation Figure 4. STV of faulty operation 

 

 
Figure 5. Receiver operating characteristic curve showing a strong 

performance of the STV algorithm. 
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Optimization of Batteries for Plug‐in Hybrid Electric 
Vehicles 

Jeff English 
Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Queen’s University, Kingston, Canada 

Introduction 
The  overall  performance  of  a  plug‐in  hybrid  electric  vehicle  is  closely  related  to  the  performance  of  its  battery.  In 
designing  a  hybrid  vehicle  engineers much  select  a  battery which will meet  a wide  variety  of  performance  needs, 
including the often competing goals of performance, lifetime, and cost. The goal of this project is to develop a method 
for quickly and accurately determining the optimal battery for any given PHEV and to predict its performance in a variety 
of scenarios. There are two main portions to this project: the first is the evaluating of different battery chemistries under 
a  PHEV  representative  duty  cycle,  the  second  is  the  creation  of  a  search  based  optimization  algorithm  is  used  to 
determine the best candidate for a given set of vehicle parameters.  

Battery Testing 
Seven battery chemistries have been evaluated: lithium iron phosphate, lithium manganese, nickel metal hydride, nickel 
cadmium,  lead  tin, conventional  lead acid, and  spiral cell  lead acid. Each  chemistry  is  tested  for capacity at different 
discharge  rates, maximum  power  at  different  states of  charge,  and  efficiency  in  a  PHEV duty  cycle.  These  tests  are 
repeated at room temperature (20 to 25 C) and low temperature (‐16 to ‐18 C). The duty cycle efficiency of each battery 
chemistry is shown in figure 1. 

 

FIGURE 1: DUTY CYCLE EFFICIENCY OF BATTERIES AT HIGH AND LOW TEMPERATURES 

Optimization Algorithm 
The optimization algorithm uses these results of this testing along with published battery information to determine the 
expected performance of a given vehicle/battery combination. The projected performance  is evaluated on six criteria: 
cost, all‐electric range, acceleration, maximum speed, cycle  life,  lifetime greenhouse gas emissions, and charging time. 
These  results  are  then  compared  to  the  user‐defined  desired  performance  to  determine  the  overall  fitness  of  each 
battery. The inputs and results of a sample optimization are shown below. 

Battery Properties 
Chemistry  Li‐FePO4 
Number of Cells  111 
Cell Capacity (Ah)  9.4 
Battery Capacity (kWh)  3.44 
SOC Window  80% 
 

Target Values  Weight  Sensitivity  Actual Values 
All‐Electric Range (km)  15  1.2  0.3  18.7 
Battery Cost ($)  2250  ‐1.4  0.2  3143 
0 – 40 km/h (s)  12  ‐0.25  0.2  3.5 
Max AE Speed (km/h)  40  0.2  0.15  85 
Battery Life (years)  5  0.75  0.4  2.63 
Lifetime Emissions (kg CO2eq)  1500  0.2  0.1  2092 
Charging Time (mins)  60  ‐0.1  0.4  5.5 



Static Recovery Modeling of Dislocation Density in a Cold Rolled Clad Aluminum Alloy 

Alex Penlington 
Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Queen’s University, Kingston, Canada 

 
Synopsis 
Through-out the last decade there has been a large push in the automotive industry to increase the fuel efficiency and performance 
of their production line vehicles. With the limits of the combustion engine finally being pushed to their maximum automakers have 
had to turn in different directions to satisfy this demand. One direction has been weight reduction, through material changes. One 
such option is switching away from conventional steel frames and body panels to aluminium. With a density 3 times lower then 
steel switching to aluminum panels has a huge effect. This has resulted in a large push by the aluminium industry to research 
different methods of improving their products for automotive use. 

Introduction 
Fusion TechnologyTM from Novelis Inc is a multi-alloy aluminium casting method used to produce multilayer ingots. These ingots 
are then rolled into sheets producing a clad aluminium system having a perfect metallurgical bond between layers. This 
metallurgical bond allows the clad alloy to have a clean, oxide free interface. With this ability a customized product can be 
developed with an improved balance of corrosion resistance, durability, formability and brazeability. Some interesting phenomena 
however occur at this bonded interface, one being early recrystallization. This is an enormous problem in manufacturing where 
predictability of the material's mechanical properties is of great importance to insure a high quality of finish. To insure this 
predictability it is of the utmost importance to properly understand the evolution of this interfacial region during recovery as this 
is what sets the foundation of recrystallization during annealing. 

Results and Methodology 
The static recovery of the interalloy region of cold rolled AA6XXX clad with AA3003 and a monolithic AA6XXX were studied.  
Typical recovery is modelled with an extrinsic property such as flow stress, however this study utilized the intrinsic dislocation 
density extracted from x-ray line profile analysis using a modified Williamson-Hall analysis [1].  The static recovery of dislocation 
density was fit to several models, but was found to best fit the model of Nes [2],  

    [       (  
 

  
)]
 

 

where ρ is the instantaneous dislocation density, ρ0 is the initial dislocation density, k1 is a scalar constant, t is the annealing time, 
and τ1 is a time constant.   In the model the recovery is controlled by the migration of jogged screw dislocations assuming that the 
jog spacing will remain approximately constant during annealing.   This model was fit to isochronal recovery treatments such as 
shown below in Figure 1 and 2.  The recovery was observed to be faster in the interalloy region then the AA6XXX alloy. These 
results will be discussed in the context of the standard continuous anneal self homogenization practice for this alloy. 

              
 Figure 1: Dislocation density during 175OC    Figure 2: Dislocation density during 175OC isothermal 
 isothermal recovery of the core AA6XXX material  recovery of the AA3003/AA6XXX interalloy region material 

Conclusion 
The outcome of the recovery modeling showed the expected logarithmic decay, in which recovery is faster in the interalloy region 
compared to the higher solute containing core AA6XXX material. This change in recovery affects subsequent texture and grain growth in 
these alloys.  
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Application of diffraction line profile analysis in in-situ neutron diffraction data sets 
of Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube material 

Fei   Long  longf@me.queensu.ca 

Introduction: 

In-situ neutron diffraction has been widely used to characterize the deformation behavior of 
various metallic alloys. During the test diffraction patterns are taken at different stress or strain 
intervals during loading, through which lattice strains can be measured to give real-time 
information about the initiation of certain deformation modes and their hardening responses. 
According to the X-ray diffraction theory, such diffraction patterns also contain other 
microstructural information such as density of dislocation and stacking fault, subgrain size, etc. 
Therefore here in this study we are using a well-established convolutional multiple whole profile 
(CMWP) procedure to evaluate two sets of in-situ neutron diffraction data on an Zr-2.5Nb 
pressure tube material under as received and in-reactor irradiated condition respectively. It has 
been shown that with appropriate boundary conditions quantitative results of dislocation density 
evolution during loading can be obtained, which will help more in-depth understanding of the 
deformation of Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube material before and after fast neutron irradiation. 

Results: 

As indicated by Figure 1, which gives the calculated density change with applied stress of the 
irradiated Zr-2.5Nb sample, it can be seen that the density starts to change at the stress value 
where plastic deformation occurs. The results fit well with the changing of lattice strain, which 
also indicates the same applied stress for plastic deformation. Besides, as indicated by the dashed 
box in Figure 1 (a), at some point the total density drops during plastic deformation. This might 
be an indication of dislocation channeling were operating in the irradiated sample.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure. 1 Total dislocation density (a) and lattice strain (b) change with applied stress of 
the irradiated Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube material. 

Reference: L. Balogh, etc. Acta Mater 60 (2012) 5567-5577. 
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Characterization of Void Damage Evolution by Micro-Computed Tomography 

Grant Bell 

Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Queen’s University, Kingston, Canada 

Synopsis 

 Advanced high strength steels (AHSSs) are prone to failure due to the accumulation of void damage during hole expansion and stretch flange 

forming operations. In this study, the evolution of void damage will be correlated to the hole expansion properties of a grade of hot-rolled AHSS 

sheet. Double-notch dog-bone samples were used to induce void damage in a predictable volume of material during uniaxial tensile testing. Void size 

and distribution data was obtained by micro-computed tomography and such data will be used to establish the correlation between void behavior and 

hole expansion properties. 

Introduction 

 Incidences of failure and edge cracking of AHSSs during hole expansion and stretch flange tests can occur because of strain incompatibility 

between phases [1]. As deformation proceeds, the partitioning of strain between phases increases, and puts stress on the phase boundaries, leading to 

decohesion, void formation, void growth, and eventually void coalescence [2]. There is industrial interest in characterizing void damage behaviour to 

predict failure during the forming of parts. This study investigates the evolution of void damage at strains near failure in AHSSs with different hole 

expansion properties. 

Methods and Results 

    To obtain a large amount of void damage in a series of AHSS variants, the double-notched geometry of the ASTM 292 standard flat specimen was 

selected for tensile samples. Notched samples were selected because void initiation and growth is highly dependent upon the level of triaxiality, due 

to microstructural features or induced macroscopically by notching of tensile samples [3]. AHSS samples with nominal strength of 780MPa were 

pulled to strains approaching failure and then the notched region was examined through micro-computed tomography (microCT) to determine the 

validity of the method. MicroCT allows for a three dimensional visualization of void damage, along with quantitative assessment. Figure 1 shows a 

3D volume rendering of voids within the notch region of a sample pulled in the rolling direction. Statistics describing the void volumes are 

summarized in Figure 2 and the frequency of voids by equivalent spherical diameter can be seen in Figure 3. These results show that significant 

levels of void damage can be predictably induced in notched tensile samples deformed to near-failure strains. 

 

 

# Voids Volume (μm
3
) 

Mean σ Max 

651 185.3 332.

3 

3949 

Fig. 2. Void statistics 

 
Fig. 1. 3D rendering of void damage at 23% strain Fig. 3. Void size distribution 

 

Conclusions and Future Work 

 The data produced shows the validity of the double-notched specimen geometry in producing large amounts of void damage in a predictable 

manner. This method will be applied to a series of hot-rolled AHSS sheets of known hole expansion properties to determine the correlation between 

void damage and hole expansion. 
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Effect of Modification of Texture on Thermal Creep Behavior of Zirconium Excel Pressure Tubes 
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Synopsis 
High strength Zr-Excel (Zr-3.5% Sn-0.8%Nb-0.8%Mo) has been suggested as PT materials in the CANDU Generation-

IV Super Critical Reactor (SCWR). In order to increase the thermal efficiency up to 45%, a significant structural change has been 

proposed in the conceptual design of SCWR. The proposed design requires a substantial improvement in the deformation 

behavior where they critically restricts the axial as well as the diametral elongation. The anisotropic deformation behavior in Zr-

based PT materials strongly depends on the extent of specific texture. Therefore to control or to minimize the preferential 

deformation, it is required to have a less pronounced crystallographic texture. This may in turns will improve the dimensional 

stability of the PTs. 

Introduction 
Zr-alloy pressure tube has been used since the beginning in CANDU technology, which is one of the three major 

commercial power reactors in the world. Currently, the ongoing development program of AECL is focused on the development 

of the Generation-IV CANDU Super Critical Water Reactor (SCWR). To increase the thermal efficiency, it is required to 

increase the core mean temperature. Employing a regenerative heat transfer system can attain high inlet temperature. Recent 

investigations have shown that the High Efficiency Channel (HEC) design and R-Entrant Channel (REC) could be the effective 

means of implementing a regenerative heat transfer system. HEC design will operates at relatively lower temperature      C  as 

compare to the coolant; therefore irradiation creep and growth are the major concerned deformation mechanisms. However, since 

calandria tube is eliminated in HEC therefore axial as well as diametral elongation has to be minimized. REC design, on the other 

hand will operate at much higher temperature (~    C , therefore thermal as  ell as irradiation creep and growth all these 

deformation processes has to be concerned. Zr-Excel alloy has been considered as the candidate PT materials for Gen-IV reactor. 

Although, an wealth literature has already been published so far to evaluate the creep properties as well as the superiority of 

Excel alloy over the currently used PT materials, however a complete database of their thermal creep behavior at various textured 

condition is essential in order to investigate the deformation behavior of Zr-Excel PTs  

Methods and Results 
The anisotropic deformation behavior strongly depends on the extent of specific texture, therefore to control or to 

minimize the preferential deformation, it is required to have a less pronounced crystallographic texture. This may in turns will 

improve the dimensional stability of the PTs. An inherited texture has a direct relation with its parent texture from where they 

forming and can be significantly affected by variant selection during the transformation of phases. The transformation of  and  

phase relates with Burgers relation as {110}β//{0002}α, and <111>β// <11-20>α. During this transformation through Burger 

relationship, the inherited texture of the final product can be significantly affected. Samples (10x10x4 mm3) were cut from 

annealed PT and then solution treated at a range of temperatures. After solution treatment, samples were both water-quenched 

and air-cooled. Crystallographic textures of these heat-treated samples were then measured by neutron diffraction at Chalk River 

Laboratories (CRL).Pole figures for both  and  phases were plotted using stereographic projection. 

 
Figure. a) Texture modification at different heat-treatment conditions, b) Resolved fraction variation with temperature. 

Future Works 
After analyzing the modification of texture at different treatment, the creep behavior of these differently textured 

samples will evaluate at different temperature and stress levels. This experimental creep data eventually will be co-related with 

their corresponding textures. Finally different Models will be tested to fit the experimental creep data in order to simulate the 

creep behavior by varying different operating parameters. 
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In-situ irradiation using dual ion beams in oxide dispersion strengthened steels 
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Synopsis 

In this study, 3 types of oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS) ferritic/martensitic steels, 9Cr (Fe-9Cr-0.1C-1.5W-0.15Si-0.3N-0.35Y2O3-0.5Ti), and 

12Cr (Fe-12Cr-2W-0.2V-0.15Si-0.3N-0.35Y2O3-0.5Ti) and 16Cr (Fe-16Cr-2W-0.15Si-0.3N-0.35Y2O3-0.5Ti), as well as a 316SS based austenitic 

ODS steel (Fe-17Cr-13Ni-2.5Mo-0.7Si-0.4Mn-0.35Y2O3-0.5Ti) were fabricated and tested. In order to emulate the neutron irradiation induced 

damages and understand the effects of helium on microstructural evolution, under transmission electron microscope (TEM) in-situ irradiation with 

dual ion beams (1 MeV Kr+ and 15 keV He+) was carried out in the JANNUS facility of CSNSM. 

Introduction 

ODS steels have drawn world-wide attention for its application in the future nuclear power plants because of their superior mechanical properties at 

high temperatures. Ferritic/martensitic ODS steels are considered as one of the most promising candidates for structural materials in fusion as well as 

Gen IV fission reactors, due to their excellent swelling resistance, good corrosion and oxidation resistance [1]. Compared to ferritic ODS steels, 

austenitic ODS steels even possess better mechanical strength and creep resistance at elevated temperatures [2]. It is of great interest to simulate the 

radiation damage in the reactor and understand degradation mechanism of both types of ODS steels. It is well known that in-reactor neutrons cause 

atomic displacement damages, leading to the formation of dislocation loops, cavities and other defects, which will significantly alter the mechanical 

properties of the material. Moreover, in fusion reactors, helium production in materials will be high and greatly affect microstructural evolution and 

phase separation, amongst other things [3].         

Methods and Results 

In the current study, the ODS steels were fabricated through high-energy mechanical alloying (MA), hot isostatic pressing (HIP) and forging. 

Samples were cut, ground and twin-jet electropolished for observation and irradiation within the TEM. The TEM in-situ irradiation facility is 

illustrated in fig. 1. During the dual beam irradiation, the Kr+ beam flux was 3×1011 ions·cm-2·s-1, corresponding to a dose rate of 10-3 dpa·s-1. 

Samples were irradiated with various helium injection rates, i.e. 200 appm/dpa, 20 appm/dpa, and no helium injection. All samples were irradiated 

in-situ with dynamical observation at 500°C. For each specimen, the irradiation was stopped for observation at 0.05, 0.1, 1, 2, 4, and at a maximum 

dose of 8 dpa. Irradiation induced lattice defects were characterized using weak beam dark field microscopy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Irradiation behavior of ferritic/martensitic ODS steels  

The 9Cr ODS was found to be the best in terms of swelling resistance, which is proposed to be due to the presence of significant amounts of 

martensite. During heavy ion irradiation alone in 9Cr ODS, no cavities were observed up to 8 dpa, whereas with the implantation of 20 appm/dpa 

helium, individual cavities were observed above 1 dpa, with a size of 1-2 nm (Fig. 2). Segregation of the cavities to grain boundaries was noticeable 

at 2 dpa. In the irradiation of 12Cr and 16Cr ODS with heavy ions and helium, the cavities started to be visible at a low dose of 0.1 dpa, with 

segregation of the cavities to grain boundaries also observed at a lower dose than in 9Cr ODS of ~1 dpa. The mean size of the cavities formed in the 

12Cr and 16Cr ODS was larger than those in 9Cr ODS at the same dose level. Cr segregation to the grain boundaries was observed in 16Cr ODS, but 

not in the other alloys.  

 Irradiation behavior of austenitic ODS steels 

Austenitic ODS steel shows less swelling resistance than that of ferritic/martensitic material, which is consistent with irradiation results in the steels. 

Helium was found to be essential for the nucleation and growth of cavities. The presence of cavities at a visible size (> 1 nm) was recorded at a low 

dose of 0.1 dpa from samples irradiated with helium injection. The cavities were preferentially nucleated along potential helium sinks, such as grain 

boundaries, phase boundaries and twin boundaries (Fig. 3). Radiation induced precipitates were observed at 1 dpa under 200 appm/dpa helium 

injection, whereas they only appeared at a higher dose (4 dpa) under 20 appm/dpa helium injection (Fig. 4). Moreover, helium was also found to be 

influential in stability of Y2O3 particles during irradiation. 
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Fig. 1 Illustration of Jannus Orsay facility 

Fig. 2 Cavities formed in 9Cr ODS steel Fig. 3 Cavities formed in 316 ODS steel Fig. 4 Radiation induced 

precipitation in 316 ODS. 
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A study of deformation twinning by three-dimensional X-ray diffraction
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Background
Twinning is an important deformation mechanism in hexagonal close packed metals such as magnesium 
(Mg) and zirconium (Zr). Traditionally, a critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) approach has been used to 
predict twinning. However, the CRSS  for twin nucleation is different from that for twin growth, and low 
Schmid factor twins have also been observed [1]. Two physical explanations have been suggested: (i) 
neighbouring grains must accommodate twin formation, thus the easy slip direction of the neighbouring 
grain will control which twin variant forms, and (ii) certain orientation relationships at grain boundaries 
may be more favourable for twin nucleation.

Experimental Methods
Through-thickness tensile samples were cut from rolled Mg-AZ31B in order to induce extension twins by 
direct tension along the c-axis. In-situ three-dimensional synchrotron X-ray diffraction (Figure 1) was used 
to determine the centre of mass and volume of each grain, as well as elastic strain and stress inside each 
grain during straining up to 1.6%. This allows for the stress state in the parents and twins to be studied 
statistically  as well as on an individual grain/parent level. Using Laguerre tessellation from the measured 
centre of mass and volume of each grain, grains can be mapped into a crystal plasticity finite element code 
in order to validate code and give additional insight on the effects of grain neighbourhood.

Figure 1: Schematic of the 3DXRD setup. The Bragg angle 2θ, the rotation angle ω and the azimuthal angle 
η are indicated for the diffracted beam arising from one grain of a coarse-grained specimen, and for  two 
settings of the area detector.[2]

[1] Barnett et al., Acta Materialia 56 (2008) 5–15.
[2] H. F. Poulsen, Three-Dimensional X-Ray Diffraction Microscopy: Mapping Polycrystals and Their Dynamics 
(Springer, Berlin, 2004).
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On the calibration of the electrical potential technique for monitoring crack growth in Excel alloy  
Qiang Fang 
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Synopsis 
    DHC (Delayed hydride cracking) is a stress concentration or thermal gradient induced subcritical crack growth mechanism that has caused failures 
in zirconium and other hydride forming metals[1]. DHC is also responsible for the failure of high burn-up light water reactor fuel rod segments which 
showed through-wall crack initiated at the outer surface of the cladding. As most of the in-reactor components of CANDU and some components of 
light water reactor are made of zirconium alloys, the knowledge in DHC is crucial for the fitness for service assessment[2] To get that knowledge, we 
need to take measurement of delayed hydride cracking (DHC) rates under specified conditions which relies upon the accurate detection of crack 
growth. 
Introduction 
    In  recent  years,  much  emphasis  in  fracture  research  has  centered  upon  studies  of  the rate  of  propagation  of  sub-critical  cracks.  
Accordingly,  many  experimental  methods have  been  developed  to  monitor  such  crack  growth. One  of  the  most  accurate  and sensitive  of  
these  techniques  currently  in  wide-spread  use  is  the  Electrical  Potential Technique[3].  This  method  was  first  employed over  thirty  years  
ago  for  detecting surface  cracks  in  large  scale  structures.  In  later  years,  electrical  potential systems  have  been  successfully  applied  to  
monitoring  the  propagation  of  fatigue, hydrogen  embrittlement,  stress  corrosion,  and creep cracks,  
Methods and Results 

The setup of the test is shown in Fig. 2 and Fig.3. First, a crack is grown on the instron tensile machine by fatigue, then the sample is heat tinted in 
the oven, this process is repeated for 10 times to get 10 different crack segments. 

Results show that the hysteresis of hydrogen solubility has a significant effect on the potential drop during heating up and cooling down. The 
difference shown in the curves as time in the oven grows is likely caused by the loss of hydrogen during the baking at high temperature. Some 
theoretically qualitative investigation will be presented during the seminar. 

  
Fig. 1. Hysteresis of hydrogen solubility Fig. 2. Experiment setup Fig. 3. Weld connections 

  

Fig. 4. Indication of hydrogen loss Fig. 5. Crack bands Fig. 6. Calibration curves 

Conclusions                                                                                                              
       The data of a test is convincing or not depends on how accurate the parameters are controlled, all mechanical parameters during Delayed hydride 
cracking test rely on the prediction of crack length from the potential drop. The inaccurate control of experimental conditions has produced lots of 
incompatible data, hopefully this study of the calibration will bridge the gap 
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Introduction 

Molecular dynamics calculations (MD) were performed to study the displacement cascades in alpha zirconium, using a 

recent updated many-body inter-atomic potential. We studied the defect nucleation and clustering in alpha zirconium. 

Temperature effects on final defects have been investigated, the temperature is set from 100K to 600K with PKA 

energies ranging from hundreds to thousands of eV. Recent experiments suggest the elastic strain in the zirconium in the 

vicinity of hydrides could be incredibly high, up to 5% at local scale. We conducted simulations to model displacement 

cascades in alpha-zirconium with large uni-axial tensile strains. Our simulation results suggest that voids may form near 

the hydrides in α-zirconium during irradiation interface under certain strain and PKA energy conditions. 
Results 

As shown in fig.1, vacancy cluster fraction is higher than interstitial cluster fraction in our results, especially at higher 

temperature. Fig. 2 indicates that with the increase of temperatures fewer defects are produced and the number of defects 

is also fewer than that of previous MD simulations [R.E.Voskoboinkov 2006].  

 

Fig.1 Ratio of Cluster Fractions 

 

Fig.2 Number of Frenkel Pairs 

A void is always observed in each of the simulations with PKA energy of 10keV and 5% <c>-axial tensile strain (Fig.3 

and Fig.4).  We found the void formation and growth depends on several factors: strain value, strain direction and PKA 

energy, those factors can be explained with a model of stress enhanced void growth.   

 

 

Fig. 3 One slice of the simulation box at 30 ps 

after thermal spike, the bottom plane is the 

basal plane. The hole in the center indicates 

the voids. 

 

 
Fig.4 The side view (left) and front view (right) of the 

displacements of atoms at and around the void positions. The 

arrows show the displacement direction after 30ps of thermal 

spike. 
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Introduction 
The Canadian CANDU-Super critical water cooled reactor (SCWR) is considered as one of the Generation-IV 
reactor designs [1]. AECL is considering two major designs for the SCWR-CANDU fuel channel; the high 
efficiency design (HEC) and the re-entrant channel design (REC). In the HEC each pressure tube operates at an 
average temperature of about 80°C, whereas in the REC design, the pressure tube operates at a temperature of 
about 350°C to 400°C. For HEC and REC designs, a high strength and creep resistant Zirconium-Excel (Zr-
3.5%Sn-0.8%Mo-0.8%Nb) alloy developed by AECL [2] is considered as the reference material. Structural 
materials in the reactor face an extremely hostile environment, due to elevated temperatures and corrosion but 
most importantly due to neutron irradiation damage. The fast neutron flux results in radiation hardening, phase 
instabilities due to radiation induced precipitation, irradiation creep and irradiation growth [3]. 
Methods and Results 
The in-situ ion irradiation technique has been employed to elucidate irradiation damage due to the fact that it is 
not only the final state of the microstructure that is important in predicting material performance but also the 
path taken to reach the final state [4,5]. 1 MeV Kr ion irradiation experiments have been conducted at different 
temperatures ranging from 100oC-400oC on as-received, heated and water quenched from 855oC and 890oC. 
Damage microstructures have been characterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in both the alpha 
(α) and beta (β) phases after a maximum dose of 10 dpa. Several important observations including low 
temperature <c>-component loop formation, and irradiation induced omega (ω) phase precipitation have been 
reported. Irradiation induced changes in the microchemistry have been monitored using STEM-EDS mapping 
experiments. In-situ irradiation provided an opportunity to observe the nucleation and growth of basal plane 
<c>-component loops and irradiation induced dissolution of secondary phase precipitates at the same time. It 
has been shown that under Kr ion irradiation the <c>-component loops start to nucleate and grow above a 
threshold dose, as has been observed for neutron irradiation. Furthermore, the role of temperature, material 
composition and pre-irradiation microstructure has been discussed in detail. 
This work serves as the initial and fundamental step in characterization of irradiated Zr-Excel and provides an 
insight into the microstructural evolution mechanisms for further assessment of this alloy. 
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Figure. 1. Series of micrographs showing the dissolution 
and re-precipitation of pre-existing secondary phase 
precipitates during irradiation at 400oC. 
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Figure. 2. Bright field micrographs showing the formation of <c>-
component defects at 100oC. Formation of semi-denuded zones near the 
grain boundaries is also clear which is attributed the irradiation induced 
depletion of Fe. 
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